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Optimization-Based Maneuver Planning for a
Tractor-Trailer Vehicle in a Curvy Tunnel: A Weak

Reliance on Sampling and Search
Bai Li , Member, IEEE, Li Li , Fellow, IEEE, Tankut Acarman , Member, IEEE, Zhijiang Shao,

and Ming Yue , Member, IEEE

Abstract—This study is focused on the maneuver planning prob-
lem for a tractor-trailer vehicle in a curvy and tiny tunnel. Due to the
curse of dimensionality, the prevalent sampling-and- search-based
planners used to handle a rigid-body vehicle well become less effi-
cient when the trailer number grows or when the tunnel narrows.
This fact also has impacts on an optimization-based planner if it
counts on a sampling-and-search-based initial guess to warm-start.
We propose an optimization-based maneuver planner that weakly
relies on the sampling and search, hoping to get rid of the curse
of dimensionality and thus find optima rapidly. The proposed
planner comprises three stages: stage 1 identifies the homotopy
class via A∗ search in a 2D grid map; stage 2 recovers the kine-
matic feasibility with softened intermediate problems iteratively
solved; stage 3 finds an optimum that strictly satisfies the nominal
collision-avoidance constraints. Optimization-based planners are
commonly known to run slowly, but this work shows that they have
obvious advantages over the prevalent sampling-and-search-based
planners when the solution space dimension is high and/or the
constraints are harsh.

Index Terms—Optimization and optimal control, nonholonomic
motion planning, tractor-trailer vehicle.

I. INTRODUCTION

A TRACTOR-TRAILER vehicle system is constituted by a
towing tractor equipped with underactuated trailers [1]. A

tractor-trailer vehicle sweeps a smaller area than the same-length
rigid-body vehicle when turning around [2], [3]. This property
enables its agile movement in tiny environments, thus yielding
wide applications in agriculture, logistics, and military [4]–[6].
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Driving a tractor-trailer vehicle manually is challenging even
for an experienced driver because the vehicle kinematics is
against human intuitions [7]. The situation is more difficult
when the trailer number increases. Maneuver planning is a
critical aspect of an autonomous tractor-trailer vehicle system.
High-quality maneuver planning results can largely facilitate the
closed-loop tracking process, especially for backward maneu-
vers [8]–[10]. This study is focused on the maneuver planning
task in a tiny tunnel-like scenario.

A. Related Works

Predominant maneuver planners suitable for a tractor-trailer
vehicle are the sampling-and-search-based methods, which ab-
stract the configuration space as a graph with nodes and edges,
where the edges denote the sampled state/control primitives
[11]–[13]. Search operations are typically conducted by Dijkstra
[14], A∗ [15], [16], and dynamic programming [17]. Since a
tractor-trailer vehicle is typically an underactuated nonholo-
nomic system, sampling in the state space easily involves kine-
matic infeasibility. That is why the existing methods mostly
sample in the control space. However, any feasible solution
may not exist among the finite number of sampled control
primitives when the environment is highly constrained, which
makes a sampling-and-search-based planner incomplete. The
incompleteness becomes more serious with the growth of trailer
number. This is because the drivable area narrows as per the
complicated kinematics.

Optimization-based planners are also deployed to handle
the concerned task. An optimization-based method describes
a planning task as an optimal control problem (OCP) and then
solves it analytically or numerically. Analytical OCP methods
[18], [19] only deal with easy cases in sparse scenarios with
few obstacles, while numerical OCP methods are promising
to handle complicated cases [1]. Solving an OCP numerically
refers to discretizing the OCP into a nonlinear program (NLP)
before solving it via a gradient-based optimizer. Numerical OCP
methods heavily rely on the initial guess to identify a homotopy
class because the embedded gradient-based NLP solver can-
not achieve global convergence. It is a natural idea to find a
coarse path/trajectory via sampling and search to identify the
homotopy class, and then use it to warm-start the numerical
OCP solution process. Liu et al. [4] searched for collision-free
waypoints and then connected Reeds-Shepp primitives between
adjacent waypoints to form an initial guess for numerical OCP.
Bergman et al. [20] divided a searched path into segments
and solved several subtle OCPs with the two-point boundary
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conditions of each segment. Li et al. [10] proposed an extended
hybrid A∗ to find a coarse path and then solved a series of
OCPs with increasing sizes of obstacles toward their nominal
ones. None of these studies attempts to simplify the intractably
scaled collision-avoidance constraints, thus resulting in a long
runtime. Since the homotopy class is identified via the coarse
path/trajectory, a spatio-temporal corridor can be paved to sep-
arate the ego vehicle from the surrounding obstacles. Within-
corridor constraints are simple and tractably scaled, thus can
be used to replace the nominal collision-avoidance constraints
[21]. This idea has been realized in on-road cruising [22] and
off-road parking [23] for a rigid-body vehicle. However, for a
multi-body vehicle, different vehicle bodies may lie in different
parts of the spatio-temporal corridor. Although one may allow
each vehicle body to have its own spatio-temporal corridor
[24], the correctness of corridor assignment of corridor relies
on a kinematically feasible reference trajectory. An OCP with
within-corridor constraints easily becomes infeasible if the ref-
erence trajectory is of low quality. Similar to the corridor-based
planners, a trust-region-based planner [25] is also subjected to
dependence on the sampling-and-search result. Overall, most of
the existing numerical-OCP-based planners excessively rely on
high-accuracy sampling and search, which may be inapplicable
when the planning task is really difficult. Instead of involving
sampling and search, one may build an iterative optimization
framework wherein the difficulties are gradually resolved. Li
and Shao [26] proposed an optimization-based method that finds
feasible, suboptimal, and optimal solutions in a sequence, but
the sequential planning process suffers from intermediate failure
risks. Li et al. [10] first discarded the challenging constraints in
the nominal OCP, then adaptively added them back. This method
runs slowly because the division of the entire difficulties is
not concise. Therefore, the existing optimization-based planners
that try to divide and conquer the entire constraints are imperfect.

B. Contributions

This study aims to plan fast, optimal, and stable maneuvers
for a generic tractor-trailer vehicle in a curvy and tiny tunnel.
The proposed planner relies weakly on the sampling-and-search
process; instead, it builds a three-stage architecture to divide
and conquer the difficulties based on a numerical-OCP-based
method. Concretely, Stage 1 finds a collision-free but kine-
matically infeasible coarse path; Stage 2 attempts to recover
kinematic feasibility while Stage 3 finds an optimum. The main
contributions lie in Stages 2 and 3. Stage 2 is featured by being
fast and always feasible; Stage 3 is featured by being lightweight,
optimal, and satisfying the nominal collision-avoidance con-
straints strictly. The entire three-stage planner runs faster than
the existing methods in this research area.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, a standard maneuver planning scheme for a
tractor-trailer vehicle is formulated as an OCP, which consists
of a cost function and three types of constraints. Detailed for-
mulations are presented as follows.

A. Vehicle Kinematics

A tractor-trailer vehicle system is formed by a tractor towing
NV trailers. For convenience, a unique ID is assigned to each
unit of the system. The tractor is indexed as 0, and the ith trailer

Fig. 1. A tractor towing 3 trailers, i.e., NV = 3. Visibility of this figure can
be improved if one zooms it in.

is indexed as i (i = 1, . . . ,NV). The kinematic principle of the
tractor is described by the well-known bicycle model:

d

dt

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
x0(t)
y0(t)
v0(t)
φ0(t)
θ0(t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

v0(t) · cos θ0(t)
v0(t) · sin θ0(t)

a0(t)
ω0(t)

v0(t) · tanφ0(t)/LW0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , t ∈ [0, T ]. (1)

T denotes the completion time of the moving process, which
is not known a priori. Let us denote the mid-point of the rear
wheel axle as P0 = (x0, y0), θ0 the orientation angle, v0 the
velocity, a0 the acceleration, φ0 the front-wheel steering angle,
ω0 the steering angle rate, and LW0 the wheelbase. As depicted
in Fig. 1, (LN0 – LW0) is the front overhang length, LM0 is the
rear overhang length, and LB0 is the tractor width.

Bounds are imposed on some state/control profiles:

− amax ≤ a0(t) ≤ amax, (2a)

− vmax ≤ v0(t) ≤ vmax, (2b)

− Φmax ≤ φ0(t) ≤ Φmax, (2c)

− Ωmax ≤ ω0(t) ≤ Ωmax, t ∈ [0, T ] (2d)

where amax, vmax, Φmax, and Ωmax are amplitude parameters.
The tractor is connected with trailer 1 at the hitching point

H0 = (xH
0 , y

H
0 ) situated along the longitudinal axle of the tractor

(Fig. 1):

xH
0 (t) = x0(t)− LH0 · cos θ0(t),

yH0 (t) = y0(t)− LH0 · sinθ0(t), (3a)

where LH0 denotes the hitching offset.P1 = (x1, y1) is the mid-
point along the wheel axle of trailer 1, and the orientation angle
is denoted by θ1. The coordinates of P1 are identified via

x1(t) = xH
0 (t)− LW1 · cos θ1(t),

y1(t) = yH0 (t)− LW1 · sinθ1(t). (3b)

For the generalization purpose, the mid-point coordinates
along the wheel axle of trailer i are defined by{

xi(t) = xi−1(t)− LWi · cos θi(t)− LH(i−1) · cos θi−1(t)
yi(t) = yi−1(t)− LWi · sin θi(t)− LH(i−1) · sin θi−1(t) ,

i = 1, . . . ,NV. (4)
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According to [10], θi(t) is given as follows:

dθi(t)

dt
=

vi−1 · sin (θi−1(t)− θi(t))

LWi

− LH(i−1) · cos (θi−1(t)− θi(t)) · dθi−1(t)
LWi · dt , i = 1, . . . ,NV.

(5)

Also, we have

vi(t) = vi−1(t) · cos (θi−1(t)− θi(t))

+ LH(i−1) · sin (θi−1(t)− θi(t)) · dθi−1(t)
dt

, i = 1, . . . ,NV.

(6)

Jackknife refers to the situation that the hitch angle between
adjacent vehicle bodies grows such that the vehicle folds on
itself, thus making the entire vehicle uncontrollable [27]. The
orientation angle difference between adjacent bodies i and (i−
1) should be bounded to prevent jackknife:

|θi(t)− θi−1(t)| ≤ π/2− buffer, i = 1, . . . ,NV. (7)

Herein, buffer ≥ 0 is a user-specified parameter to prevent
the occurrence of a jackknife.

B. Two-Point Boundary Constraints

Boundary constraints specify the vehicle’s configurations at
t = 0 and T. The following constraints are used to specify the
tractor status at t = 0:

[x0(0), y0(0), θ0(0), v0(0), φ0(0), a0(0), ω0(0)]

= [xinit0 , yinit0 , θinit0 , vinit0 , φinit
0 , ainit0 ,winit

0 ]. (8a)

The initial status of each trailer is identified via

[θi(0), vi(0)] = [θiniti , viniti ], i = 1, . . . ,NV. (8b)

Parameters xinit0 , yinit0 , θinit0 , etc. reflect the vehicle’s driving
status at t = 0. Notably, the initial location of trailer i, namely
(xi(0), yi(0)),is not mentioned because it can be uniquely iden-
tified according to (8a), (8b), and (4).

The end-point constraints are defined similarly:

[x0(T ), y0(T ), θ0(T ), v0(T ), φ0(T ), a0(T ), ω0(T )]

= [xend0 , yend0 , θend0 , vend0 , φend
0 , aend0 ,wend

0 ]. (9a)

[θi(T ), vi(T )] = [θendi , vendi ], i = 1, . . . ,NV. (9b)

C. Collision-Avoidance Constraints

This study particularly focuses on tunnel-like environments.
NOBS convex polygonal obstacles are used to decorate a tunnel.
The tractor-trailer vehicle should not collide with each of the
obstacles at ∀t ∈ [0, T ].

Without loss of generality, let us consider the collision-
avoidance constraint between the jth obstacle and the ith vehicle
body (j = 1, . . . ,NOBS, i = 0, . . . ,NV). Suppose that the four
vertexes of the ith vehicle body are denoted as Ai, Bi, Ci, and Di,
and that the jth obstacle has Nver

j vertexes, which are denoted as
Vj1, . . . ,VjNver

j
. Any collision always begins with the moment

when an obstacle vertex hits the vehicle body or a vehicle body
vertex hits the obstacle. If the following two conditions are
required, then collisions do not occur: 1) Ai, Bi, Ci, and Di

Fig. 2. Overall framework of the proposed maneuver planning method.

are always located out of the polygonal obstacle j, and 2) each
obstacle vertex is always located out of the vehicle body i. Thus
the collision-avoidance constraints are written as

OutsidePolygon(p,Vj1, . . . ,VjNver
j

), ∀p ∈{Ai(t), . . . , Di(t)},
∀j = 1, . . . ,NOBS, ∀i = 0, . . . ,NV, ∀t ∈ [0, T ], (10a)

and

OutsidePolygon(q,Ai(t), . . . , Di(t)), ∀q ∈{Vj1, . . . ,VjNver
j
},

∀j = 1, . . . ,NOBS, ∀i = 0, . . . ,NV, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]. (10b)

OutsidePolygon(P, V1 ∼ VN) contains the inequalities for
the condition that point P is located outside convex polygon
V1 ∼ VN.A triangle-area criterion is introduced in [28] to realize
OutsidePolygon(), which is a unified way to model polygon-
to-polygon constraints without explicit involvement in if-else
conditions.

Collisions between different bodies of the vehicle should also
be avoided. Eq. (7) ensures that any vehicle body i has no
chance to collide with i+ 1, i+ 2, and i+ 3. Thus, the interior
collisions are avoided via the following constraints:

OutsidePolygon(p,Aj(t), . . . , Dj(t)), ∀p ∈ {Ai(t), . . . , Di(t)},
OutsidePolygon(q,Ai(t), . . . , Di(t)), ∀q ∈ {Aj(t), . . . , Dj(t)},
∀i = 0, . . . ,NV − 4, ∀j = i+ 4, . . . ,NV, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]. (11)

Eq. (11) can be safely discarded when 1) NV < 4, or 2)
vehicle body i can hardly reach vehicle body i+ 4. The second
condition is true if the vehicle traverses in a tiny tunnel. Thus
this preliminary study does not consider (11).

D. Cost Function

A tractor-trailer vehicle should reach the goal point with mini-
mal time, thus the cost function is set to T. To conclude, a generic
tractor-trailer vehicle maneuver planning task is described as the
following OCP:

minT,

s.t. Kinematic constraints (1),(2),(4),(5),(6),(7);

Two - point boundary constraints (8),(9);

Collision - avoidance constraints (10). (12)

The unknowns in (12) include T, a0(t), ω0(t), φ0(t), xi(t),
yi(t), v0(t), and θi(t)(i = 0, . . . ,NV).

III. OPTIMIZATION-BASED MANEUVER PLANNER

A. Overall Framework

The entire maneuver planning method comprises three stages
(Fig. 2). A reference trajectory, which represents the homotopy
class, is identified at Stage 1. A feasible or near-feasible ma-
neuver based on the reference trajectory is identified at Stage 2.
Finally, an optimal maneuver is planned at Stage 3.
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Fig. 3. Schematics on the grid map creation.

B. Stage 1: Identify the Homotopy Class

The tractor-trailer vehicle traverses in a tunnel-like scenario,
thus there is only one homotopy class. Through generating a
coarse trajectory at Stage 1 via a 2-dim A∗ search in a grid map,
the homotopy class can be explicitly specified.

1) Preparation for a Grid Map: A circumcircle Ciri is de-
ployed to cover each vehicle body i(i = 0, . . . ,NV). The radius
of Ciri,denoted as ri,can be identified easily with elementary
geometrics knowledge. Let us define r = max{r0, . . . , rNv}and
dilate each obstacle by r to build a dilated map. The dilated map
is thereafter sampled into mesh grids, all of which form a grid
map. Fig. 3 schematically explains the operations to build the
grid map.

2) Generation of Coarse Paths: Since a tractor-trailer vehicle
consists of (NV+1) rigid bodies, we plan a coarse path for each
body independently. For vehicle body i(i = 0, . . . ,NV), the
initial and terminal locations of the center, denoted as (xci, yci),
can be easily identified as per (4), (8), and (9). A∗ algorithm is
deployed to search for a sequence of nodes connecting the initial
and terminal locations in the grid map. Although being kinemat-
ically infeasible, the resultant path is definitely collision-free in
the original map because the path is searched in a map dilated
by r, which is larger than or equal to ri. The output of Stage 1 is
a combination of (NV+1) coarse paths.

C. Stage 2: Find a Feasible Solution

The purpose of Stage 2 is to quickly plan a feasible maneuver
based on the identified homotopy class at Stage 1. The feasi-
bility refers to the satisfaction of vehicle kinematics, collision-
avoidance constraints, and boundary constraints.

Nominally, the concerned maneuver planning scheme is com-
pleted by solving OCP (12) numerically, but that would be
difficult due to the complex constraints (10). Instead of solving
(12) directly, Stage 2 focuses on simplifying (10) because it is
the main source of complexity in (12). Most of the constraints
in (10) are redundant because a vehicle does not simultaneously
have chances to collide with every obstacle at every moment.
The principle to simplify (10) are presented as follows.

1) Generation of Reference Trajectories: A preliminary step
is to covert the coarse paths into trajectories. Each of the
(NV+1) paths derived at Stage 1 becomes a trajectory if a
time-optimal velocity profile is attached to it. This is achieved
by solving a 1-dim OCP via Pontryagin’s maximum princi-
ple. Each resultant trajectory is resampled evenly in time as
(NFE + 1) elements traj = {σ0, σ1, . . . , σNFE

},wherein each
element σi records the locations of the tractor and NV trailers
σi.x0, σi.y0, . . . , σi.xNv, σi.yNv, as well as a time stamp σi.t.

2) Constructions of Safe Travel Corridors: A safe travel cor-
ridor (STC) concept has been introduced in [21] to simplify the
collision-avoidance constraints in a motion planning problem. A
spatio-temporal corridor, which naturally separates a rigid-body
vehicle from the surrounding obstacles, can be realized with a
reference trajectory. The STC idea can be extended to handle

the concerned multi-body vehicle case in this work if (NV

+1) spatio-temporal corridors are constructed. The concrete
principle to construct a corridor based on a reference trajectory
is found in [21].

The nominal collision-avoidance constraints (10) are then
replaced by within-corridor constraints, which are tractably
scaled and linear. Denoting the geometric center of vehicle
body k as PC

k = (xck, yck), k = 0, . . . ,NV, the within-corridor
constraints are then written as box constraints:

xck,imin ≤ xck(t) ≤ xck,imax,

yck,imin ≤ yck(t) ≤ yck,imax,

t ∈ (T/NFE · (i− 1), T/NFE · i],
i = 1, . . . ,NFE, k = 0, . . . ,NV. (13)

The coordinate of each geometric center is defined as

xck(t) = xk(t) +
1

2
(LNk − LMk) · cosθk(t),

yck(t) = yk(t) +
1

2
(LNk − LMk) · sin θk(t), t ∈ [0, T ]. (14)

Eq. (13) represents the within-corridor constraints, and (14)
shows the relationship between (xck, yck)and (xk, yk). The
newly added algebraic equalities (14) can be taken as kinematic
constraints. Notably, the scale of (13) or (14) is unrelated to
NOBS, which means the constraint dimensionality is fully irrele-
vant to the environmental complexity. The corridor k, comprising
NFE axis-aligned local boxes, defines the local region for the kth
vehicle body to stay in. Herein, a box is said to be “axis-aligned”
if its edges are either parallel to the x or y axle. The location of
the ith local box in corridor k is described by the four boundary
values: xck,imin , xck,imax, yck,imin, and yck,imax. The aforementioned
coarse trajectory traj is used to identify the local boxes in
corridor k.

The following new OCP is formulated by replacing (10) with
(13) and (14):

minT,

s.t. Kinematic constraints (1),(2),(4),(5),(6),(7),(14);

Two - point boundary constraints (8),(9);

Within - corridor constraints (13). (15)

3) Formulation of Intermediate OCPs: Broadly speaking,
maneuver planning is about resolving the underlying conflicts
between the kinematics-related and environment-related restric-
tions. In our concerned OCP (15), the within-corridor constraints
are in question because the corridors are constructed as per
low-quality paths derived at Stage 1, thereby easily leaving
out some free space necessary for kinematic feasibility. Thus,
solving (15) numerically does not always work.

Instead of solving (15) directly, a lightweight iterative opti-
mization strategy (LIOS) is proposed to address the aforemen-
tioned issue. LIOS builds an iterative framework, wherein an in-
termediate OCP is solved in each iteration. The derived optimum
in one iteration serves as the reference trajectories to reconstruct
the spatio-temporal corridors for solving an updated OCP in the
next iteration, hoping to further reduce the solution infeasibility
then. Eq. (16), a simplified version of (15) is defined as the
aforementioned intermediate OCP. It is formed by softening the
nonlinear kinematic constraints (1), (4), (5), (6), and (13) as
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Algorithm 1: LIOS-Based Solution Feasibility Recovery
Method.

Function LIOS (map,task,path)
1. traj ← ConvertToTrajectory(path);
2. iter ← 0, ζ ← +∞;
3. while ζ ≥ εtol do
4. iter ← iter + 1;
5. if iter > itermax then
6. break;
7. end if
8. Γ← GenerateCorridors(map, traj);
9. OCPINT ← GenerateOCP(task,Γ);

10. [is_failed, traj]← SolveOCP(OCPINT, traj);
11. ζ ← MeasureInfeasibility(traj);
12. end while
13. return with traj.

quadratic external penalty costs:

minT +wpenalty · ζ,
s.t. Kinematic constraints (2),(7);

Two - point boundary constraints (8),(9);

Within - corridor constraints (13). (16)

Herein, ζ denotes the sum of the penalty costs related to (1),
(4), (5), (6), and (13). wpenalty is the weighting parameter. For
the sake of brevity, the full form of ζ is not provided. Instead,
the subtle penalty function related to (1), which is denoted as
Jpenalty(1), is given as an example:

Jpenalty(1) =

∫ T

τ=0

‖x′0(τ)− v0(τ) cos θ0(τ)‖2dτ

+

∫ T

τ=0

‖y′0(τ)− v0(τ) sin θ0(τ)‖2dτ

+

∫ T

τ=0

‖v′0(τ)− a0(τ)‖2dτ

+

∫ T

τ=0

‖φ′0(τ)− ω0(τ)‖2dτ

+

∫ T

τ=0

∥∥∥∥θ′0(τ)− v0(τ) tanφ0(τ)

LW0

∥∥∥∥
2

dτ. (17)

According to its definition, ζ is nonnegative; a full satisfaction
of the softened nonlinear equality constraints is achieved only
when ζ = 0.

4) Overall Principle At Stage 2: The full pseudo-codes of
Stage 2 are summarized as follows.

The inputs of LIOS() include map, task, and path. map
presents the environmental setup, that is, the geometric shape
and vertex location of each obstacle, as well as the scenario
boundaries. task presents the planning scheme, that is, the initial
and terminal configurations of the ego tractor-trailer vehicle.
path denotes the coarse paths obtained at Stage 1. The output
of LIOS() at Stage 2 is a series of trajectories sampled at (NFE

+ 1) time instances traj = {σ0, σ1, . . . , σNFE
}. In line 3 of

Algorithm 1, εtol > 0 is a user-specified convergence acceptance
threshold. itermax in line 5 denotes the maximum allowable it-
eration number. The softened nonlinear constraints are regarded
as satisfied if ζ < εtol. GenerateCorridors() identifies the local
boxes in the (NV+1) corridors [21]. GenerateOCP() formulates

an intermediate OCP in the form of (16). SolveOCP() solves
an OCP numerically. is_failed is a Boolean output that reflects
whether the OCP solution process succeeds, and traj records the
optimum if available. MeasureInfeasibility(traj) calculates the
infeasibility degree ζ of a given solution vector traj.

Remark 2.1 Compared with (15), each intermediate OCP
(16) is always feasible because it no longer contains conflicting
constraints. Moreover, (16) can be rapidly solved because all of
its constraints are box constraints, i.e., the simplest type of linear
constraints.

Remark 2.2 Alg. 1 runs fast because it has an upper bound
on its iteration rounds. If a kinematically feasible is not found
at Stage 2, we still regard the output of Alg. 1 as a near-feasible
solution, and then pass it on to Stage 3 for further reducing the
kinematic infeasibility.

D. Stage 3: Find an Optimal Solution

Stage 3 aims to find an optimal solution to the original
OCP problem through a feasible or near-feasible maneuver traj
derived at Stage 2. An intuitive idea is to use traj as the initial
guess to warm-start the solution process of (12). However, this
idea would be time-consuming because (12) contains intractably
scaled collision-avoidance constraints. Instead of solving (12)
directly, Stage 3 builds a trust-region-based iterative framework
similar to LIOS().

1) Formulation of Intermediate OCPs: Stage 3 consists of
an iterative framework wherein intermediate OCPs are solved
and the collision-avoidance constraints are adaptively activated
only when they are considered as necessary. In each intermediate
OCP, spatio-temporal trust-region restrictions are imposed on
the configurations of the tractor and trailers. In this way, the ego
vehicle needs not consider the collision risks outside the trust
regions. The optimum of one iteration serves as the reference
trajectories to update the trust regions for the next iteration. The
iteration continues until the cost function value converges.

With a given traj = {σ0, σ1, . . . , σNFE
},the following trust-

region-based constraints are imposed on the configuration of
each vehicle body throughout [0, T]:

|xk(t)− σi.xk| ≤ Δs,|yk(t)− σi.yk| ≤ Δs,

× |θk(t)− σi.θk| ≤ Δa,

t ∈ (T/NFE · (i− 1), T/NFE · i], i = 1, . . . ,NFE,

k = 0, . . . ,NV. (18)

Herein, Δs,Δa > 0 are user-specified parameters that decide
the spatial range of the trust regions in the x−y−θ space. For
vehicle body k during the ith time interval t ∈ (T/NFE · (i− 1),
T/NFE · i], whether vehicle body k has chances to collide with
each of the static obstacles is evaluated by the possible footprints
of the vehicle body k which are enumeratively sampled within
the trust regions. If there is no collision chance between vehicle
body k and obstacle j at the ith time interval, then the correspond-
ing collision-avoidance constraints would be removed from (10).
The following intermediate OCP is formulated considering the
aforementioned analysis:

minT,

s.t. Kinematic constraints (1),(2),(4),(5),(6),(7);

Two - point boundary constraints (8),(9);

Trust - region constraints (18);

Reduced collision - avoidance constraints. (19)
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Algorithm 2: Trust-region-based iterative optimization
method

Function TRMO(map, task, traj)
1. iter ← 0;
2. Tprevious ← +∞;
3. Tcurrent ← traj.σNFE

.t;
4. while Tprevious − Tcurrent ≥ ctol , do
5. iter ← iter + 1;
6. if iter > itermax2 , then
7. break;
8. end if
9. OCPINT ← GenerateOCP2(task,map, traj);

10. [is_failed, traj]← SolveOCP(OCPINT, traj);
11. if is_failed , then
12. return with traj ← ∅;
13. end if
14. Tprevious ← Tcurrent;
15. Tcurrent ← traj.σNFE

.t;
16. end while
17. return with traj.

2) Overall Principle At Stage 3: The full pseudo-codes of the
trust-region-based maneuver optimization (TRMO) framework
at Stage 3 are summarized as follows.

Similar to LIOS(), the inputs of TRMO() include map, task,
and traj. The output of TRMO() is a series of trajectories sam-
pled at (NFE+1) time instances traj = {σ0, σ1, . . . , σNFE

}.
ctol > 0 is a threshold parameter to accept the convergence.
itermax2 denotes the maximum allowable iteration number. Gen-
erateOCP2() formulates an intermediate OCP in the form of (19).
If the solution of any intermediate OCP fails (line 11), then the
entire Algorithm 2 exits immediately.

Remark 3.1 In Alg. 2, the only possible chance to activate
line 11 is when iter = 1. This is because a valid solution
derived in iter ≥ 1 is definitely a feasible starting point in the
next iteration iter + 1. If the first iteration round really fails,
possible reasons include 1) the solution obtained at Stage 2 is
still far from being feasible so that no feasible solution ever
exit in our imposed trust region around it, and 2) the original
maneuver planning task is illegal.

Remark 3.2 Line 6 of Alg. 2 ensures that the optimization
process does not take excessively long. Empirically, an opti-
mized rather than optimal solution is also acceptable if a strict
limitation on the runtime is also important. This design enables
TRMO to have a sense of anytime.

E. Overall Maneuver Planning Method

As a summary of this section, the proposed tractor-trailer
vehicle maneuver planning method is described as follows.

Algorithm 3: Tractor-Trailer Vehicle Maneuver Planning
Method.

Function TRTT (map,task)
1. path←

GenerateReferencePathViaAstar(map, task);
2. traj ← LIOS(map, task, path);
3. traj ← TRMO(map, task, traj);
4. if traj = ∅ , then
5. return with traj;
6. else
7. return with a failure;
8. end if

TABLE I
CRITICAL PARAMETRIC SETTINGS

Fig. 4. Simulation results of Cases 1 and 2. Visibility of this figure can be
improved if one zooms in the figure.

TABLE II
COMPARATIVE SIMULATION RESULTS I

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Simulations are conducted in Matlab and executed on an
i5-4460T CPU with 8 GB RAM that runs at 1.90×2 GHz.
Regarding the function SolveOCP() defined in Section III, the
first-order explicit Runge-Kutta method is adopted to form the
NLP problem, which is solved by a primal-dual interior-point
solver named IPOPT [29] with the linear solver set to MA97 [30]
in AMPL [31]. Basic parametric settings are listed in Table I.

The proposed planner is tested in two cases. Simulation results
are shown at www.bilibili.com/BV17o4y1D79h. Fig. 4 demon-
strates the footprints in association with the obtained optimal
maneuvers.

A. Comparisons With Existing Maneuver Planners

Comparisons with existing planners are made to evaluate the
performance of the proposed maneuver planner. The extended
hybrid A∗ (EHA) algorithm is a typical sampling-and-search-
based planner that samples in the control space for a tractor-
trailer vehicle [10]. We additionally introduce a global route to
attract the heuristic search along the tunnel central line to accel-
erate the search process in the tunnel. To make the comparisons
fair, the path derived by EHA is attached to a minimal-optimal
velocity to become a trajectory. The progressively constrained
optimal control (PCOC) approach [10] is an optimization-based
planner that refines the trajectory obtained by EHA. Tightly
combining sampling-and-search and optimal control (CSOC)
[20] refers to getting a coarse trajectory via EHA and solving
local trajectory planning problems along segmented pieces via
numerical OCP. The results are reported in Table II.

EHA is deployed to represent the prevalent sampling-and-
search-based planners, such as the state-lattice planner [11] and
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TABLE III
DEFINITIONS OF COMPARATIVE ALGORITHM VARIANTS

TABLE IV
COMPARATIVE SIMULATION RESULTS II

closed-loop RRT [13]. A sampling-and-search-based planner
is typically known to run fast, but it requires many iterations
to find a solution in a tiny tunnel-like environment, especially
when the trailer kinematics complicates the problem. Limited
by the sampling resolution issue, EHA finds a feasible but
non-optimal solution slowly. PCOC also runs slowly because
it 1) relies on precise sampling and search, and 2) attempts to
solve the full-scale OCP (12). CSOC requires less runtime than
PCOC. However, CSOC suffers from optimality loss because the
segmented OCP solution process relies deeply on a sampled-
and-searched trajectory, which fixes the two-point boundary
constraints. By contrast, our proposed planner outperforms the
others w.r.t. CPU runtime and optimality.

B. Comparisons With Variants of the Proposed Planner

The performance of each stage in our proposed planner de-
serves to be further evaluated. Six variants of the proposed
planner are defined in Table III, and the results are listed in
Table IV.

The inefficiency of Algorithm 4.1 indicates that a numerical-
OCP method relies on high-quality initial guesses rather than
poor ones. Compared with Algorithm 4.1, Algorithm 4.2 is
effective because it has an extra stage (i.e., Stage 2) to identify a
near-feasible initial guess. Algorithm 4.2 requires more runtime
than our proposed method because Algorithm 4.2 is not able to
remove the redundant constraints. In the two tested cases, our
proposed method respectively discards 81% and 85% of all the
collision-avoidance constraints in the first iteration of Stage 3.
That is why our proposed planner runs faster than Algorithm 4.2
without a loss of optimality. Algorithm 4.3 is deployed to show
that Stage 2 is a necessary module to refine a low-quality solution
before its usage as an initial guess. Algorithm 4.4 differs from
our proposed planner only in the intermediate OCP formulation
at Stage 2. Iteratively solving (15) rather than (16) suffers from
the risk of encountering an intermediate failure, which inevitably
destroys the iteration framework. Algorithm 4.5 warm-starts the
numerical solution process of the full-scale OCP (12) with a
good initial guess derived by EHA, thus Algorithm 4.5 can find

Fig. 5. Migration of runtime with NV. Our proposed optimization-based
planner and a typical sampling-and-search-based planner EHA are tested.

optima while Algorithm 4.1 cannot. However, Algorithm 4.5 still
runs slowly due to the large-scale OCP formulation it handles.
Algorithm 4.6 uses EHA to replace Stage 1 of our proposed
planner. Since EHA spends much runtime, Algorithm 4.6 is
not fast. However, it deserves to note that the CPU runtime
consumed at Stages 2 and 3 of Algorithm 4.6 does show a
decline rate of 2% and 5% respectively than our method because
of the high-quality coarse paths EHA provides at Algorithm
4.6’s Stage 1. This indicates that promoting the solution quality
of Stage 1 really works to save the subsequent optimization
runtime although the improvement is rather minor. The result
of Algorithm 4.6 confirms that planning without high-accuracy
sampling and search, as our proposed maneuver planner does,
is advantageous.

In addition to the six algorithm variants listed in Table III,
Algorithm 4.7 is defined by replacing the A∗ algorithm at Stage
1 with RRT∗ [32]. Algorithm 4.7 is independently repeated for
1000 times to see the statistical significance because RRT∗ is not
deterministic. As it turns out, simulations on all of the repeated
cases succeed. This indicates that: 1) our proposed planner
supports different types of tools at its Stage 1, and 2) Stages
2 and 3 are really insensitive to the output quality of Stage 1.

C. Algorithm Tractability and Parametric Robustness

This subsection is focused on the tractability and robustness
of our proposed planner. The first round of tests is done by
gradually resetting NV (i.e., the trailer number) from 3 to
0 and re-conducting the simulations accordingly. In Fig. 5,
the runtime spent by the proposed optimization-based planner
does not increase too fast with NV whereas the sampling-and-
search-based EHA performs conversely. This result shows that
an optimization-based method is promising to tackle complex
planning problems.

The second round of tests is done by resetting some critical
parameters in the proposed planner. Only wpenalty and Δs are
considered due to page limitation, and the results are depicted
in Fig. 6. Various settings of wpenalty do not substantially alter
the runtime. Thus, the proposed planner is insensitive to this
parameter at Stage 2. Setting Δs too small or large generally
renders additional runtime. This is because 1) a small Δs indi-
cates small trust regions and additional iterations, and 2) a large
Δs renders more collision-avoidance constraints to handle at
Stage 3. Compared to the proposed planner, PCOC and EHA are
quite sensitive to their critical parameters such as the sampling
resolution and obstacle expansion step length.
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Fig. 6. Migration of runtime with different settings of wpenalty orΔs.

V. CONCLUSION

This letter has proposed an optimization-based multi-stage
maneuver planner for a tractor-trailer vehicle in a curvy and
tiny tunnel. Our planner has the merits of being fast, optimal,
lightweight, robust, and insensitive to parametric settings.

A sampling-and-search-based planner is commonly the first
choice in dealing with a maneuver planning problem in the com-
munity of autonomous driving. But this work aims to advocate
the importance of optimization-based methods, whose potential
to handle harsh high-dimensional problems deserves to be better
exploited. If well designed, an optimization-based planner can
do more than just a trajectory smoother which is fed to the
sampled-and-searched initial guess.

In using a numerical OCP method, violations of collision-
avoidance constraints between adjacent collocation points de-
serve to be resolved in a thorough and theoretical way, which is
our work in the near future.
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